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on a much bigger stage – they may say stop to war, stop to terrorism, stop to violence and stop to racism.

The street or drunks. I'll teach my children so that one day - maybe even in a much bigger discussion and also try and raise them to fit into the social environment because I don't want them to become children of their parents' attention and I believe that a parent's attention is very important for their cognitive used to, I earn a bit more and I have enough time to play with my children; as we know, all children seek they were very kind, and hugged my children as if they were their own. It is indescribable, like when a SUCCESS STORY

them to, in spite of it, walk upright through life, educated, accomplished and successful.

in the best possible way. They carry the burden of prejudice and we are here to ease that burden and help our schoolchildren to grow up to be the best possible version of themselves. We choose education and art even those assignments they don't like that much with a lot of good will. (...) We learn together, we create, a place, when the atmosphere is warm and friendly, and so they relax easily and without pressure, and do help young Roma deal with their schoolwork in the best and easiest way possible, every day, with great

Beats) Foundation soon opened a centre in Belgrade followed by a centre in Novi Sad.
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